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Abst#3A 111 ?eebaics/General Mechanics

7

KAIA,..
L.
LIN Pu-sbong
V~AN pin-yao
New fcperiventa1 Data on 12ternal Friction
;gldyLo.~nkwsnglIvsito
FPa ov s~ovAcauy

in the FieML

of Surface

of Sceucos UBS3, 1961, pp 126-138.

(No akVatzact]

SM*cekbak
1-62

Abst#lB7'4 Mechanics A4ovwmat of iquid and
Gas mixture.

WU Ch'uan-yao
CHIAJV ChI -kwang
YAEG Hsiao-hban
TMN Hsiang-yu,
Datereination Of the Flow Velocity of Water in Settling Tanks
SIskaI ft"

Mzawb .

[No abstract]I

Zirn kexue, Acta, sident. mtuw. Viv.- #SlehUa

Abat#3i663

.RZh Vekbniks,

d

HSU Isiao-obin
etemintiOt of tbo Wind while Tmking intO Consideraticn ionlinear Terms
of Accelerttion and Interior Prieeion Deendini Ot Altitude (Stationary

problem)
Vestn. Moak wa-t

Fib.%stf.

a"d Aztroftow

1960

,

Herald of the 1hoscov: University.PIWSIos

No 1, Pp i..-57

Given is the letritbtion of the wind in ratio to height in the
in the presence of eddy friction and acceleration
surf ao6 layr
(without local derivative). A two.layer proble
is investigated.
The wd~ol Of M. 1. Yudik Fand Shvet j i used for changing the friction
eoefficiett by the change of the height. The conditions for the concordanes of the veloeities and their derivatives are used at z - h,
where h is the heigbt of the layer near the earth, a further ccrditien te that of the adhereuce of the ai& to the earth's surface and
the 11mitedness of the velocity to infinity. The problem leads to
,&t. intesral-differential e-qxation which is solved by successive ap-
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Ikbzt#xDi63 (tont, d)
proxixrtiots. As first approxiiftion servtes the solution of tbe equation ot thtt even mvemunt for turbulent stmosphere without taking into
account tht acceleration. Then, the distribution of the wvid ir height
takes place in the second aeprximation by takiug into account the conreetive part of the acceleration. Tables and graphs are shown in relation to the change of the wind in ratio to height for dtfferent valuen of the parameters. Nine refernces.
K. Reshatnikova
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Abot#IB867

LANG Che.i-hsit,
Ap',rximtioa Yethbo
Gas )ltltratlon

Mebnoicip/
,A Movement of Liquids and uses
in Porous edifba/ Unestablished Movements.

of tbe Solution of One-Dimansloyml Nostationary

~t~~m~ig~~om-tX proeedo~eof -the Moscow Institute of the Naphtachemistry an Gasindustry) Issue 33, Pp 262-89
The integral relation method is used for the radial problem of
nontttioary gas le~kage in case of continaous ovtVut of gas, Vhile
the relation of the prtesure p to the distance r from the well is

thim) expreased:

p,(,ip

n

P9()+,W

while
p 2 (t), p 3 (t) are coff Qietlts to be deterineU
where Pt(',
l(t) is tha radius Cf the eonditional influence lizit. The results
obtaired b'y above-suggested method tally with the figures obtained
by eoputers, By analogy one can solve the radial problem b co[Aucidal lav for the change of v.dth. As shown by firther numericalJ

Abt#11 6 7 (cont 'd)
analysis psessume drop on te periphery reveals itself it the given
ease as coming near to the pressure drop an the periphery of an equidimpsinonal stratum of oonstant t~ia1-iess.

V. Shestakov

._'21

I1Zh Mekha ika

A r,301J37l

1i-62

ecanics/
Movement of Liquids and Gases
in Porous Media/ Unestablished Movements.

XANG Cbai-hain

Approximation Method of the Solution of the Prob)m of Nonstationary
Gas Filtration in a Circular Stratum
TrMoskin-t neftekhim~i

azm-sti

(Proceedings of tle Moscow In-

stitute of the Naphtachemistry and Ge industry) Issue 33. pp 252-262

In order to solve the one-dimensional unsettled gas leakage in
case of isotropic flow, the nonlinear differential equation (of the

Bussinesk equation type for ground stream ) is solved by the integral
relation method introduced in the theory on leakage by G. I. Barenblatt.
In order to determine the elements of the leking stweam in a semilimited and closed rectilinear layer the pressure square is represented
in ratio to the distance as a polynomial of second degree. Whereupon

use is made of only one balanced integral relation. The solution for
the semilimited layer thus obtained is compared with the strict solut: n
of P. Ya. Polubarinova-Kochina whereby the results tallied in a satis-

Lfacto-- - - -

way. ,Five
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Abst#IB882 Mechanics/
Q.
Movement of Liquids and Oases
in Porous Media ./Unestablished Move-

LI Yung-shng

ments

Method tO Establish the Piezoconductivity of Layers at the Point of
Maximum Pressure Change of the Layer in the Reacting Well
Tr.

skJui-t

e~

kias

fgzi(ro-sti (Proceedings of the Moscow In-

stitute of Naphtachemistry and Gasindustry) 1961, issue 33, pp 249251

Tha curve of the pressure clanges in the reactig well is measured
at a texporal chantge of the yield in the perturbed well. The piezoconductivity X is determined through the following formula
44(Y±j t') I A -

,he starting moment is t
maximum (or

2

in which the pressure change reaches its

mum), with definite distances r of the well's and
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Abrt#2CI1l

.

Mechanics /Far.tioity aid Plaztiq.-Y/
Theory of Slastioity

1-62

Cr,
NG K's-y"Ok"
Plane Vibratioue of Foundatir

i'yz~~h
Tn~tit-tions

Md-uationa1

ar~vo~
khitekt. (Nev, of HXigher
Conrotrction and Arcbitecture) 1959, so 9,

Here are investiqxted the freo and positive piane vibrations of

a noll-d body becolng quiescent on aecovnt of the eluticity of the
eordin" to Winkler) bat different
base. *-IT elastic beris (a~tc,
yieldling under presu,=N, In Alffemnt directions perpendiculer to each
other aud under bending. In order to solve the problem rksystem of
th e ea'i
QK atiO
is Met UP, whose coefficients o&re establitshed
thrxih formitlae obtained previously (cf. Kiselev V. A. Beans and

Fra.1e"s) by the elatiati, of the bae. The general solution is speced fo~r the location of the centre of maes in several particular

e~aes and for the point of applioation of the forces. The frequencies
ot the free vtityttion, ard the tu tudes of the positive vibrations
L.. I./

-o

are detezifed tot a double-stage comressor nuted on beses.

I.Beylin

2/2
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Abst#,10ll6

Mechanics/Elastoiety and Plastioi
Theory of lasteiit

/

MMt1 Tau-we5.
Natural Vibrations of the Double-Einged Parabolical Arch at the Joint
Straln of the Supevposed Construction

Strltamekhani Masehet sooruzh. (Structural Mechanics and Computation
of the Construction) 1960, No,

pp 34-39

.The method s'ggeste& by A. T. Sairmoy (Stability and Vibrations
of Constructiona, Moscow, Transzelgaolizdat 195A tMekh 1959, No 11,
14107) is employed, based on the theory of matrices. The supports are
supposed to be hinged to the beam and a:ch, the curve of the axes of
the amch is subsbituted by a broken one, while the masses are applied
on the ends of the square sections. The superfluous hyperstatic unknovn uvdetermined values are substituted by stressee in the supports.
One studies the first skev symetric form of the system's vibrations.
The relations are eoswosd in the matrix system micing It possibile
to find the natural frequency of the vibrations and the critical thrusts;
einU ,Rare of whoy one knows how to appraise the Influence on the

-_

L /2
-,

6

-

1kbst#3c.i6 (cont'd)
frequetcy of the nomal ftz'c*

in tkhe arch. A mmsrle ex~l
Is shoim
for a pamabolical aech. The rosult concerning a large groups of arch"s
to preenteti under different rigidity eonditions of the benn #nd~arch
,n4 in rspct to different heights ,t the arch.
I. SnItko

Abst#A.l'5 Mechanics/

i Mekhmnika,
110R-RAMIX
OUNG. CI t

Oftnral XSOWAmCB/

Coirol Theory

A. E.

Optiui, Tracking Device with Two~ Controll-ng Parsamters
jjcgS~gj
&1! jgaijka

(Automtion and Telemhanios

) 1961, 22)

The task is.Investigated how to dealga a tracking deiie ith'
preset limits of eban~e end tmao controlling ptrasters beirg an optitom contracti.t for rsapid etiou.

*

The paramters of the electrical device are chosen on the basis
of It. S. Pontriyagin' s maxima. The author expounds the manh how to
law on the change of the contrelling pexamters
:?eulize ti'e
preets the description of -the oonstructiot layout and the devices
("alery~ng into effect that layout.
The

obtsined results are tqbown by graphs and: picturees further

-

LbaI*#21125 (cont Id)
'*,ho operation of the tracking device Is presented in comparison with
other possible controlsi.
IN Apykhtin

-

8-

jiZ&Mekhaik

AbtOK1TO Meebanilce/Owu3. Mchanics/

-7

Theory of MeobuAi.m. and zaobines,

g-62

SHU Sng-k Vb±
Problem on the Stability and Wonlinear Oscillations iu System of
Ralis~tage Seolayns
-Shu..hpueh hsunhoj Acta math. sirics 196., 11, No 2, pp 1.70-480.

(No abstract]

*

hMakhan'ka
g-62
HUMS

Abt#20OK Neebavie/Oenral Mechanics
Theory Of M*Ch"r4B And MAbnu

Wei -to

The Vibrton of Zugines

Shanghai, Sbaaha k' o-haaw chi-hu oh 'jSaeu.mh
characters.

(No abstract]

1960 280 thovswAn

Za Mekhaniks

Abst~9q Mechanicis/ Hdromechudesc/

Reflection of a Wav~e with rinite Amplitude
~ (Jotmalof Acoustics ) 1960, 6, No

*
*

)4,

pp 4i91-Z493

-The prob3.am of the r,_flection of a waye incident on a wall at an
angle of )q50 is solved in case of an ideal a by the inetbod of subsequent accurate approximations including the second approximatione It
is pr~oved that In case of'a reflection at such angle a,double frequency
veve comes Into being, whose amplitude increases byr the distance. while
the reflection Itself takes place according to the laws valid for in*#iaite small ampl1itudes, )Besides that, a double freqrency wave came
Into being$ cylindrically symstric with the &M1itude, not obanging
with distaz~ee.
V. Xrasillaikov
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Abst#M332 Nechaics/11ydcamchanics/Hrdro-1
and. Hydraulics

Toun-pling

A Contritaion to the Determiination of the Moents of the Interna1 Waves In the Sea from Single Hydrological observations
(Qe

f te c40;~
pp 1091Ace~

ofSciences UM8

Sre, Go3chyia
1961, No 7,.

[No abstract]
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Theoi'y of Hovement of M~aa

2-621haii
YAN

quUAS

Isung-yw

Coertributtem to ths Tbeoz'y of the Wmoeumt of Viscous iquids
~aIIauh
huahmo.AL~* mk.

11LD3.4
No I, pp. 2.-1.
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I1#3t&114 (COmttd)
.ontes

the eyuio2M,~... ,
in relation to V~
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=

vg

the total of ale
v,

,try kind of combinations of the tvabers 1,
)ithout ti1
,
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OM~ Kekbaulka
3-6e

in essence ev-yI
u here this number3
no.

Abst#3m16 xechaics/ W~droomanos/ Dna.T
vios of Ges &Md Arodpha1.s

LIN Chen-ping
Sam. 1rankl laske
xun~~aNvs

of th* e nnra

Umveity) 1961, No 13,

A theorou on the uniqiauoss of.a qimigular solution of the
followIvg task of IN U. Fruak is domtrted

*
*i

0. K (A ifM - , JC'(j#)> 0
+
I(uvthyr
A ICw (41 UM IAAI I

vwe IA ;U a Jordan curve., A'C, CP are the ohexaaberistios(se
FiEPW) In the assition
M)x& SAn;pmax Al

-.

13

-

(2)

bst#33i36 (cost'd)
Condition, (2) IF' satsfied in case .. the gasodynamico equatioU
of Chaplysin., Two new utually conjugated tasks dew1.vlas fzas the task
of ?i'a si's also stated

*

Task. 2. Woft out the slutlcs of eistle. (1) satsfying the 11mit

-

) bst#13M6 (Osmt'd)
18 - + W IC

*

A)Nl 0,

Theorem ane dommutrated om the mIqueness of the regular solutims mA distence of generalised solutions with a m~ho &=ogUsw
to that used In the Vork Of bioravetS (Norat C. S- Co~im Pure ad
ApPI Ith 1958, 11, No 3, PP 315-331).
P. Davantsee

3/3
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Abet#3M155 )bne/y~tmoelc
dvn
os and WdraulJos

d,

LI"U Ta -sing
Distribution of VeAooit:IeN and Pressures in the 'Opiwa s of Combined
ydroeleetrieal Powe Plants

Gitekhnt
d
s-,

(iydrotechni

ecostruction) 1961, No 8, pp 14548

An equation is deduced t determine the value of pressure In an
vaterfiw within th exteut of the cu rilinear sectims of ombined
GM (Gid'oelektrieheska
setstiya; ryd-oeleotrie Power Plant] according to definite geoetrical parawters ant defiante values of the ful
speeific aneray of the flow before the overflow weir. %3*don the
conclusion of the eqi~tiou a ac
octure ts propose&aoborated
by
experinental date, i. e,, the distribution of the velocities In the

curvilinear sections of the overflow veir o -subject to thi law of
spaces. The experimental figures characterising the distribution of
pressures along the length of the overflow wire is presented and sugg estions axe offeed or their geral desia.

--J

V. czU~

'Mb lMekhaniks.
3-62

Abat#'351i,

Yschaics/ uyTEMOa.hziog/
druxsios and Bdroulion

C'3ISX Chen-ch'eng
The Iydrodyamic Pressure on the Don Caused by Its Apiriodic or Tzpulsive Oscl l a1tiOnS s
the Vertical Oscllatis
of the Soil Sftrfc
Prikijgepai
rp76-7TM

=*Up..(Ap3l.ed Wathmatieo and Y4loeanice)

1961, 25,

The task of 'ttestuing
the dyea1c pressure of the fluid on t*
'
dam i- investigted. The pressure is caused by the eriodie-and la;.:
pulsive osillations of the 4m itself eand by the vortical oscillatle
..

of the soil vvwftee above the fluid.,
Aeeftiu.4, the

plwOS x
<y

-Ul(t)

osad te

-~iICA <2<+4018
f
The potenta

ifies in the ae

'--

s11 sfthes are located in the
U2 (t)mh%

."n y - U2(t)-b, whil. t0e SIea z A ~(
9

(x,

,

it33A ith teflid,

t)§ef the velocities of the fluid "tie-

x ., U(t), U2(t)-h < Y<r (t) a l0aplc

1s

equatis,

J

-

bs#3351)' (cont'*4)
the initial conditions
ol

=

7. -

(Y,-

.~o
V8 (0)

Vt (0)

and the eonditions on the limit of the area

- v,(0

Here Vl(t) and V (t) are the

tiag dam and soi

f -us(-)
ndiag velQoities of the oecllaeo

surzace, V*le ul(t) wan

U2 (t)

ar

their displace-

men",s. The free surface of the fluid is ass4umd to be kaomn previously and conjectured to be deformed ,xatly like the soil surface,
The searehed solution is

a Fourier integral.

The arbitaV tnme-

tions entering in the solution are detemidned by the Initial azd ",Lit
Leditious*. Formulae are deduced bearing on the distribution of he

2/3

Sbst#3B514 (cont'd)
dynamic pressure of the fluid on the dam. Zt follow from the results
obtained that the vertical oecillaioas of the soil surface have a considerable influence on the load of the dam in case of destrt tire as
yell as violent earthquake.
z. Dobrovolskayn

61

nh Mekhadi.a

Abst#3B58

Mechaniogs/1-vdrorneohaniootfflsat
rrar

3-6:2
TSIAI N:'uo-en

Reat Excharsx. In t Turbulent Flow of Fluid vith Higb Values of the
PmrndUI Wuabersq
ha& ixh

(Enizieering Physical Journal) 1961., 4, No 8, pp 20-29

The theoretical inv'estigation of th hat exchanige in a tuliln
flow of fluid aith bigh Prandtl. umbors is based on the perfection of
the sariempirical theory of turbul.ence created by L. 0. Utoyszkly
(PFil rtem I ixekh , Applied Mathematics and Mechanics 1W6, 24, No 14,
P~P6 3 7-6i4 6). Meanhile In order to obtain akrelatively simple and. obvio-as tolution tbe ekuthor -- unlike L. G. Ioj'teanskly -- developes the
stream in -l domins. The. first dIomain 6wQrises the so-called "laInar" wod Interwbdlate domain." Butt unlike Karmp sznd Prazdtl, autbor ta3kes into aceo "it all-over this domain the interaction of ano
leculstr sad turbuleav trasfotr needd for the rlatively high Frandtl
1wadber. Author succedds to obtain for this domain an uiiterrupted

lbst#3B584 (cont'd)
solution of elated. form. The second domain contains the turbulent
core, in hI~ch one oar disregftrd the molecular transfer. In this
domain the usual logarithmic velocity distribution and corresponding
logarithmic temperature distri~bution my be used.,
Author uses for obtainins the exprueion of te"peretvare distriich
butioni the concept of "The Prandtl Turbulence Number" 0-- 4,1
one way ass-on for the first domin as equal to 0.8 according to the
experimwental data of Diesler (Deissler R. NAS Rept. 1955, Wo IM
1.4 pp - MOM&24~d 3.9601- No So 10k.01).

*

Author has obtained relatively oxmbersom expressions in univerfor the velocity and temperatw'e profiles. The curve
coordinates
sal
of the veloity profile tallies well with the experimental figures.
Besidas that author has obtained an expression for Stanton's nubr
also cumbersome enough.. It beocuses somhow more simple for higher
Prandtl numbers. The fonmulae obtained tally well with Deissler's
experir'nti

1?

R.

R~ ekbaniks.

Abst#3E70
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Mebanesf~yrscLhariic/Dnil7
~MeteoroloW

C01putation of the oynamic Influence of Mountain Ranges in the' Nonlinear Task of Long-term, Forecast of Meteorologic Elements
Zln,.Aw 8

seri, ,z

Boriis1959

(New
of the Academy of Sciences USSR Geophysical

No
712w 1807-1820

Gener.aliation of E. N. Blinova's vork (rporte of the AN UM8

1956, 110, No 6) on the influence of mountain ranges on nonstationary
atmspheric processes on planetary scale.
T.kea as starting points:

37I+ 71

,

efl.. m

e

Folloving are the equations

"a + " .T"C"+ (Ye - "Y)" -

(2)

lf.............l

!Abst#3711 (cont')

Her

2

is the vertical comonent of the, vortox of velocity, a is the
u.Ium radius of the earth, & is the latitudinal clemnt,
A is the
longitude, u, v, v are the cowponent of the vector or wind velocity

along the axes

L, 'and z respectively, ca - 7.29 x 10? sec - 1 is the an-

gular velocity of the rotation of the earth, R Is the.. b constant,
p' and T' are the pressure and teperature deviations from their standard values i(z) and 7(z), '(s) is the standard deasity, jr is the actual
vertlieal temperature gradient, r Is the adiabatic teqwerature gradient.
Assuming that the atmophere is solenoidal and the movemt qua.igeo -.
strophic, author obtains the folloving equation for the function of the
flw:
(aCosB)-

My
{jm-

+(m.a-t,66

11 ++

Kern
- p(Z)/F, P is the standard pressure at sea level, A is the
Lapace operator
(.B) -1- . row.:

- 18--

Abt#3B3T7

(cont'd)

g is the velocity dne to tne ftrce of gravity, The task is solved
for foll*vin
.

limit' onditions: 1)

'

'+

'

is limited when

O; 2)
0.

on the surface of the mountain, 'where

bh(&
is th~e equation of the surface of the mountain.
the solution ftri.',f/. t is thus written
i... ,

2

.

.gcot'

wher-e

i

-W7,.±AN1).
L

!

-

- -- -X- - - - - -

rAbst#371I

Finall3y

- .- .- .

- .-

- ..
-

.

a.

I.

(coat'd)

An original method is suggested ftr the aPkproimtion suminag
up the series representing the functions of the influence* The computed functions of the Influence are shown by raps.
Sh. Mnyaelyan

--
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rjC.!4/R~ydrrech~nA ca /X,ovemrA.
IUq46c and C.as M ztiir'

DYUBYUK A. F.
1SU Es.uao-ehi

Determination of the Wind over tS-e Mountains in a Pressure Field with

Varying Friction Coefficient in
nosphere
_v,

Limited and Unlimited Turbuleut At-

AN SSSR Sereo. (New of the Aeademy of Sciences USR Series Gooh~yic
196, N 7,pp 11075-1084i

Investigation of a three-dimenaional nonstationarl task to de'~mine on the basis of movement equations the horizontal velocity
clomonents u and v above a sountain for a defInite pressure field.
Taken into account is the eddy viscosity in vertical as well as in
horizontal directions. The coefficients of the eddy viscosity are
ftorjidered to be definite functions of the coordinates x. y & z.
The convective derivates of the velneity rwa assumed to be equhl to
zero or to be known functions of the coordinates and of time. whereLjowe a linear task is investigated. The banre gradient is considered'
ea
.-.

.

.

.

.

- .

..

.

..

[Abs t03P,736 (cont'd)7
to be a definite function of the coordinates and of time. One assumes
v.nd v to be zero on the surface of the mountain z r b(x,, y) while
the wind is considered to be geotrophic on a certain fixed level z = H.
Iesides that the distribution of u and v is set for the vertical boundaries x w t LI , y = t L,, and the initial nowent t a 0. The solution
cf the task is obtained "taughan operative transfortion of the variabJes t with subsequeut solution of the equations in the images with
Galerkin's method ad return to the orliGinal ones with the aid of a
cotvolutiort foemu.l9s.
The solution is expressed "by ruotiple sms of
multiple integrals. By the transition to t
06 a stationary solution
is obtained.. while by the transition to L, L = R -a* the solution
Mr the semirestricted domain is obtained. Authors confined themselves to co&Vutation leading to the general solution restricted to
Its bouniary forms. Besides that, a sketch of the equivelocity eontours is shown having no connection with the text, they are in rela-

tion to the pyrfile of a mountain characterized by h
(ho and e are parwameter,).

ho/(1+ex._).

L. Gandin

-
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Mechanics/Elasticlty

and Plas-

ticity/ Ground "echanics

KO -ing

Deteraination of the Resistance of rnig Piles
Sb.Leningr. in-ta inb .zh-, trMna.
(Proceedings of the leninrad Institute of ftilvay Transport Engineering) 1958. issue 163, pp 99-127
In order to determine the supporting power of long piles an appr~ximtion coMputation formula is established with the aid of the
methods of the theories on elasticity and plasticity.
Referent's comment: Berezantsev and Kuo suig have subsequently
improved the proposals of coqputatioh (Foundations and Fundasents.
Scientifi-Technologic Bulletin, 1959, No 22).
V. Sipidin

i'Li'

f3f6
3-62 An-tai

,

i

Abst#3C294I

Mechuic/M.Asticity
and PlasJ
city/ Ground Meahanics

MrW An-tin

~ZASHOHUK 1. V.
Measuring of Tensions In Soils with Ultrasonic Waves
'ovak. vtok, b-qgr. i-t (Amsal Volume of the I~r 'kov Institute of Automobile Roads) 1961, issue 25, pp 97-10-

Sb. r.M

(No abstract]

L
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ticity/Bods and Rod Systatsl/
Girders

-b"crnv of Fnticity.
shwwheil 1.

Textbook for Advnuce4 Educatioum' I.stitutimos

chisam 1 ch'1xek ge.~ 295 thou~sand characters;

tN* abstract)
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Abst#4B86l Meohaics/Eydromwchanics/l"oveen
of Liquidl and ases in Porous

4-62
LIU Tz'u-ch'iun

Water Afflux in Horizontal Drain Pipes in a Finite Double-layer Stratmu
Izv*AN S8S Otd stekhn.i mskhan £ mjshinosr (News of the Division of
Technology, Mechanics and Machine Building of the Academy of Sciences

uSSR) 1961, No 3, pp 193-195

Obtained is the solution. of the task bearing on the afflux of
groundvater Into the horiontal drains in a stratum which is confined
on the top by a layer of even potential and below by a waterbearing
layer of different water permeability; a horizontal water-repellent
layer stretches under the latter. In order to solve the problem the
method based On the theorem of the function of a. omlex variable is
used which P. Ya. Polubarinova-Kochina has employed in the investigation of flows caused by point eddies in a mutilayer medium (Sam
Problems of the Plane Movements of Groundwater Publishing Rouse of the

AS USSR 1.942)1 by B. K. Rizenkampf (Records of the Saratov University

ILV/, 15, issue 5), by N. X. Kalinin (Reports of the AS USSR 1941, 32.4

TAbst#4W86

No 7).

(cont'd)

Author follow this method by substituting point drains for

the eddies.
In that case the complex velocities are thus expressed;
in the top layer
,
I
I
+ T [A, (a)d" + l,(e)#jl do
in the oottom layer
is 6 0" 4

(5) ,,.-

do

Here z - x + iy is the complex coordinate of the doain of filtration;
q is the intensivity of the flow; il is the. ordinate of its location,
kI is the filtration coefficient of t", top layer, A (e4), A 2 (),
3(a )
and B2() are complex functions of t .'. actual variabie , determined
from the limit conditions. Author Obtains after adequate transformtions the equation of the complex potential in the top layer
%,(,) - ht + 1..

Ld

after having separated from it

-.

() di

the actual part

23
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Ab"t*W6l (co-t
Cerresmmg
Comsdqi.
e
ale are Obtainsd a l" for the pearteeac
hn the bettom aor has am infinite depth. A layut of
tWeu kid hes been investD4ate4 previously b7 the author (ew
of the
AN MU. Division of Teehol oaa
A Neehaies and Machine Buildiag,

1960, No 3, pp 157-158, RUVA

1961, 8 3 "6i)
V. Sloehver

._.a

rfh ekankaAbstiC

376 )4ecaic/east-W

ity and nast44ty/
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an 1o4 Bystems

WANG Ch'i-ebo
Computation of Statistically Undeterained Constructifos with the Elee-

tric Analogy Meth d
Tumu gong-heugn xuebso (In the Chinese .Civil
pp 3-19I

nineerlng) 1960, No 3,

The methods of electric iell
ae ntwestigated for frames
with nontmiscible nodes, cover plates, frameork of industrial construetions, cemputing them fro the angle of strength and stability. The
analysis and the co arison are given fr the different schem-enalogies

modelling the bars under deflection. The article is of survey eb acter
and eomprises a ceusiderable amount of references bearing on the electric
modelling of system composed of bars.
K. Kfe1pyan

t~lJ
24'
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Mekhanika
Abst1C423. Meebuics/lasticity and Fiss4-6: ,ticlitY/
Strength of Construaotionf.

CPHcIM Ling-hei (in the original CH'MNG Liug-hsl)
W"ANG Haiu-chin
VAIM Chun
TWAD Li-c.'eng (in the original TSAO Li-chleng)
Ccqutation. of Arched Damm with the "Cantilever Arch" Method Taking
itito Accoutt Torsional Forces
f,Slatissiie 1961, 10, xo 4i, pp I449-462 (Russian) Cf. Dalian songxxiyua~n xuekan 1959, xo 6, PP 11-30

(No abstract]
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Mechanics/Oeneral LEehan.ics

5-62
Wi Yet-chu
Dynamcs of Dsper Gyroscopes
VestnoMoaktun-ta, Matememekhan. (Neva of Moscow University of MatheumtiCal Mecanics) 1961, No 14, pp )48-57 (Unglh summay)
Equations are established of the movement of gimbal suspension

gyroscopes moving according to a definite rule. Following is assume50
1) the rings of the Cardan joint are connected with the body through
spring and oil buffer#; 2) the axes of rotation of the external and
internal rings are neither the central nor the main axes; 3) the axes
of the rotor and the to rings are not pezpendicular to each other nor
do they intersect; 4) ''&nter of ass of the rotor in located on the
axis of rotation. In case of several special laws of the movevent of
the basis, the simplification of the obtained equations is carried through
and conclusions cn quality are drawn.
V.-

1

RZh Mekhanika
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rementu2.o

Abst#5k 214 Mechanics/ General MeohaaScs

CHANG Ssu-ying
A Theorem. of Optimum Control
Prlkl MAteLi fkhat. (Applied Mathatics and Mechanics) 1961, 25,

pp 413 -19

The task is thus set: to find through Leranglan caon multi ples the increase of the optimizing functional

$-

M.,,

Wr
i

in the task on the optimm control of a system expressed by the equation
xi.sh (XI,....,Xn;

ut, .. U,) (L-,(2)

where x1 are the phase coordinates of the system. u1 ,

*-.,

ur are the

locations of the control operators. Author den0tmiates "Permissible
Lontrols" cyclically continuous time functions UI(t). ..., Ur(t) satJ
,/2
-

26

ml.

r7bstj5A1lA (oent 'd)
ial-yng the condition at mW tim
Jfcar~e~ t,.e set i4ok is Lctunlly solved for a oase, ithen no festrictlons are inotied on Uj
-1
604, r), as the puthor in page 415
of the vork eonsiders the
~
..
Oi~ivs
ur independent. Beside-s that) wbat is of great iWportance, the character of these variations is not specified. A fornruls, bearing on the ircrease of the
functictal, (1) is established in the articlep further also, equations
which~ 'have to be stisfied by t,-4 cyptinu~i tr,~ectory. It is dewun,trated that in tbe task of optima control (vhen i - , #a*, r
s;taneis good for uji(t)) ligitation (3) it* not applied and it can be
solved with the clAssical variettion calculus. This result is vell.
known (Poutryejit LO So Ac.bievesents of the Matbeatieal, Sciences.

1959, l1.,
WeI

I. Litovehenko

TIM

ekbnik

Abt#5I53Meebanics /lYdromechunicu/

IDynaio# of Games and Aena.
dynamics

5-62515
IdAG Shih-ts Ii

Generalization of the Eddy Theory of the Lifting Propeller
TrMs,&t3iU-t& (Transactions of the Yloscow AircnttInstitute)
1961, joselt1.2) pp 25,-80
FonstAlae, are presen-ted for the coputation of the three qoponents of the meat iir&utive velocity at an arbitrary point of the
space. An arbitrary Wnle of incidence is iuvestigated,' changes ini
circulation iti relation to the azimuth are examined. Porsulse of a.
tars suitable for nvaerical integration axe presented. for par~ticular cases are obtained fomu$1ae presented pr'eviously in works of
other Puthors.
G. Maykapar

J
-.
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5-62.

Mech*.nicg /lydromecharics /Dy,namics'
of Ganes and Aerodynamics

MITKaLImf"N V. I.
HE Yu-chin
Some Aerodynamic Proble-mr on V.artin Furnaces of a. C~pacity of 600-900 t
According to the Data of'Investigatioas on Models
Sb, meuch, tr. Zhdanovsk Mgt llurg. tn-1 (Coll.ection of the Scientific Trans actions of the Zhdanov Metallurgic Institute) 1961, issue 7, pp 218-230
The methods and resUts obtained by experimental investigations
are do~scribed; they were carried out with burners installed at different
angles on an aerodynamic model of the operative area of a Martin furnace. The model %ms made of organic glass at a scale of 1:50. The
picture of the movement of the watter in the operative area could be
studied visually on the hydraulic model while the distribution of the
pressures and the velocities in the different sections of the operative
area could be studied on the air model.
Different air input schemes were studied, further several modilf~cations of the cap of the Martin furnace. The picture of the flow

fbst#5B249

(cont'd)

in the model furnace was determined permitting suggestions regarding
the rational shapes of furnaces.
Yu. Pityakin

J
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Mechanics/Hydro..ohanies
/lMOVe.
m
nt of Liquid and Gas M¢xturee

SMI&AEfrV A. Do
FtUAjG Chiang-teeng
SMifliV A. P.
Froblaux of Hydywalic Coieying of Coal and Boks
V es!auehp-tehn

ueitntsiit

O ai6zav.

SIAyh
u .I

actions Of the A11-UntnSol
8ientifLca,-Tebcnlogioonerene

oD

TH :rule

Production of Co.l) Moscow, 19519, pp 592-596

The movemnt of luws of coal or rocks of different shape in
. iu itivestigated. The starting velocity of the grains of the
eonveyed wtere.l and Ita relative movement velocity eowawre t@ the
wter Tlav vere inveatigated in ratio of the grain size and tube di,Aeter. n teztb vere carried oixt withheine-speedometer. The cbar-

tb

acteristios of suetion &redie were &stablished at a suction height of
i45 m &nd at a auction line length of 15 m. The suction dredge was
"oeratedwith r,2L ,Oti4S hydraulic mixture% Ixuasitions of such kind
,-jyere
carried out with sand, gravel, and gravel-sand vixture,
2
S//

D. Rosheh;pkiu

Abs t#5385 lHecb*nics/yl~vemnt of iquids ~
Gases, in Porouas IDe4±a

IkZh Y4ekbsnik&

5-62
LIU Tstu-chtwu,

The Afflux of the Fluid in a Circulsr Field of Wells with Uniform
Yield in a Ciroular Reterogeneous layer
___I_

tj

eb

_~a.i

cleuc
TR, Divisiat '"of Techw

eI~r

(News of the Acadomw of

7 and Mechanics and Machine Build-

irg) *96l, No 5,. pp 168-170
Expressiona Of th velocity potenti4al and Of the yields of
vells art pregented by the methods of the theorems of functions of
coal.xx variables; tese ere vells located in a layer ocqposed of
two conetrical wnes of different pe'mability.
0. Tsybul' s)iy

Abst#5C 236
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Mecbaics/Zasticity Aa Plas- -I
ticity

CWU Cheu-cheng
Collision of Klatico-Flastic Barn of Different length
AW clm
aid I M
t Nowof the Aoaleinj Of 83i1
ellea *ion
UM, of T chno ogy, Ylac o
aes
& Machine DuIldi U9
The longitudinal ooliision of elastio"plastio bars of dtfferent
lark~h and identical. section Is Investiatd. Oiven Is a diagram,
for the mterial. of the bats baving a liner sector; the lengtbhwise
distibution of the tensions, defomtims and velocities in case of
comi1dsrab3.e Plastic dePomtlon ane determined byr the di trbution
cumv for the tim of the a lash sat also the tim wAe the coua~ct of
the 'care has ceased* A La sh of such velocity, is investigated. which
causes plmstic. wves of strong discontinuity, but it io ass.i that
after rmpulsion from the free ends in case of an interaction with the
Riam= vaves the tension waves ft not cease to be relieving waves

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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and that after the passing of the relieving wave the tensions in the
bax dW not exceed new elastic. lladts., ftur references.
3.Malysbev
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Exa Huai.-*bslach
~Cmputtion of Swismte io0JAnr $± Civl

and TndiLstrisl Fmileli.-a

[Nqo abstract)i

i , 1 MkbaikaAtvt' 5Ch2'
::410G Chin -po

lMenhanics 'Elasticity%rud F ~sticity
-----

!Me Inffluence off the Y'odul.tr of Els~ticity off the Rhilway B3ed on the
TLensions Arif,7 on the Surface'off the Webs of Rtil.
ogto %n v
LoII
I-Tcuno
"b. Ie~1o
u-bjecte off t'i 7-t- Scipntifio-Techno167.ic4jConferenee or (iestons-
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Mechexsice/
Fleaticity Uastcqgtv

CHAO Tsu-vm
Livit lquillbriu

of Relforced Concrete Plates

.#T#S-vI. gp-.iI-&stnili...onstrkty Akad. Strot-ve, I %rkhmtt.*
BW(Tramactow of the Centl Insttute of Building Constructltmou,

AeadeW of Cotretion and Arehtecture,
236*

M) 19t6,

tssue 4, pp N6-

Usced on t e yieldingoint of the reinforced oerste plate ez-

pressed
M a tersults
,
-.e;tafe~t
(aheM
aking use e
by

the main mnt) sad

,

HSls (Inv AN I=
Section of
Tecanologieal Scieuces 1956, No 8, pp 42-5 - Fn Mekbaika, 1957, No 10,
12131) authbr determines by the energ method the loding capacity of
hinged Independent plates losded vith unifora proessure, uaft the am5-

ditio that the plate when destructed gives rise to a owmvx sur'ace.

ForoUae and numerical results an presented for elliptical, square
and rectangular plates. The cse Is also investigated beaing om the

-

Vibt#,C23 (cont'd)

load by a concentrated force; the results obtained for that are tallying with the determinations of AR Reonitein (Computation of reinforcements taking Into conslderation the plastic properties of the
,ntr'a,.
State Publshing Bouse for Construction and Architecture. -

288pop -

ZhXe&. 1937, No8, 94428.)
V. Uosnbly~m

-.
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TO 'AT Sbao-htai
CWptatton of the Stability of Cireulw Reinfor'ced Concrete Plates
Uitt Squilibrium )4etbd. 1, 2.
Dy t

zu eb

4iaUzU

*

1961, No 9, Pp 21-2h; No 10, pp 28-31, No 11, pp 30-33

[No abstract)
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Abot5Ci56 Nsoaic/nasticity and P1.tiolty

CH3shih-yian
Advice fNr Deteraiing the Cracking Stability of Prestrsed lemets
Y u D

W1961. NO 10, PV 32*31 Wg]-I
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6.62

d~ebanics/Nimmeaksnics /Dynamic

MIeteorology

HSU !oso-kin
The Mitz-Galarkin Method for Solving the Task of &rAir Flow Arocmd
a Yountain at a Definite Pressure Field in the Irurbulent Atmosphere
Us.
u

ixewsof the Moscow University.

Pbrsicle

The problem is investigated on am air flowing around a wuntain
of tba arbitrary definite profile 2 a h(x, y). Accout is taken of
the unsteadiness, the eddy viscosity, the Coriolis force and the fore
of the baric grdieut which Is conjectuxed to be a definite function
of the coordinates and of tim. The coefficients of the eWS~ fiB 005ity vl in the vertical Ad v2 In the horisontAl sense are consUi'dae
to be definite constants. A linear task is investigated disregarding
the convective derivativ, velocity. It to denst*'&ted that or* am
sol.ve the nonlinear tasks with subsequent qpruoisitios,
substitutIa
jin order to determine the following approximtion the convective445

yAbxt'~6u670 (coottId)

rivatives computed for each preceding apprumiation In the right part
of the equations.

*on

Operative transformation by the tins fis used for the solution
of the task. The equations for transformation are solved by the Ritsa
Galerkin appn'ocmtion method. .The products of triacmtric tanctims,
are used as basic functions, they return to sero on the level h, on
the qwer boundary of the area. perturbated bg Use wmt&if s N and
tko vertical boundaries of this amx a
. L- and y a L *The
values R, L, and L2 are considered as given constants. DetaZld computations are presented in the article, further the general solution
of the task Is deduced* The stationary solution obtained from the
general solution by the limit transition at t -*go Is lieis
delucted.
Actual aoutations are shown for a tvo-dimsnsional task with
the additional assunptioias, that theis~ eq~
of the baric gradient
a" coastant, vl wY2and h ah(x) aa/l+@"z) Where &andar&M
parameters whose con jectured values are not show. The results of the
computations art submitted to a qualitative analysis. Greghe are shown
improsenting the equal-velocity lines above the mptsnta

-.
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Abst#6B67Q (cont'd)
The articl.e cootaits misprints.

Seven references#
L. S. Gqndin
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Abst6C446 Mechanics/Elesticity and Plasticity

CHIANG Che-wen
Bendineg Oscillations of a Revolvin-, Rotor on an Elastie-Dtupimg Support
TrVosk aviats in-ta (Transactions of the Moscow Aviation Institute)
13,
I sie

PP57-92

The amplitudes of constrained benditr oscillations of a rotary
shaft on two supports are deterined b~r takin,. into account the yielding of the support and the hydroscopic iroments of the di3ks in the
presence of an active d.amer vith viscous friction. A system of two
inteiral equations ia established rt-ferr-nr,, to the pro3ections of the
rotary shaft on the miobile coordinatec * The solution of the into ;rs1
equation system is carried out by i teration. The shown numeric examples of determination of the amlitude of the constraint osciflttions
In the suabresoniance and resonance operative ranges verify that the
iteration process coincides soon enour-,h: already the second approximation "ives satisfyinT accuracy.
M.Vysochinj
L '1B.
CSO 3550-N
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SM! Ye4-ft,
ROMAMNV P. 0.
On the Number of foealibrted Conplexes and Sinplexe
Dimension Analysis Method
;3zbtL;16

NinsrPhysicist Journal)

Obtained by the

1961. 4, No 12, pp 102-105

[No abstract]

Li i
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Mekhanike.
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)4.cbanics/Slatioity and Plas.ticity

OC11,10 I-lians
Static CoMutation of a Cable Suspension Roof Strengthened with Double
Cables by Taking into Account Preetress

jnzhuxuaSo 1961, No 9, pp 25-31

(No0 abstract]

3T
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Mekhanika
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Mechanics/Hydrodynaics an d
Abst#7B390 Hydraulic#

CH'EN Huei-ch'uan
Pressure Distribution in the Outlet Part of a Water

Conduit

Scientia Sinica 1961, 3.0, No 2, pp 237-266
The research was devoted - to the investigation of the pressure
distribution in the outlet part of a atereonduit of constant cross
section at free discharge of the fluid. The author understands under
outlet part the extreme sector of the conduit on whieh the pressure
distribution is different from the hydrostatic pressure. The experimental
tests were carried out on conduits of 7.5 to 15 am diameter with different roughness of the walls. The pressure distribution in the cross
section of the outlet and along the end sector; the influence of varming
up and of tlhe boundary conditions in the outlet (the duet's cross
section below the outlet, the ansle of widening. the side walls, the

gradient of the bottom etc.) were investigated In detail on the piesometric line. The theoretical examination of the problem was carried
out for a circular pipe at free discharge of the flow. The pressure

o----------------------

aaa

aaa

aaa
ftaaaa

aaa

aa

f.ba647B390 (cotId)
distribution in the cross section of the pipe was searched for by the
aid of Ruler's equation, the continuity and the experimental fimction
establishing the relation of the variance of the pressure and of the
hydrostatic pressure to the kinetic co.qression in the point. Making
use of the force function and several espirioal relations author locates
the position of the pie ometric line a1ou the outlet part for the top
and bottom points of the pipe. The coewutation and the test tally well.
Advices are given for the reduction of the negative pressures in the
upper part of the water pipe. 0. P. Skrebkov

-.
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Abst#7.6 Mee)Aniea/Dtynamc Metmoi'ology

FhX-hrka

4tu,-jitjons of

et

TeA OWrtunce on the General Circu11Ation of

the. Atmrahero.
il.1

_mu.iItod

mt

'a .in0tst, Leingra~d, Oldromieteolzdat 1961, pp 240,
1. mibla 30 kopea*.

ticity

C~onparibort of Wxoe Fr..m on the Coriputation of the Supporting Power
of' K Singl2e 141

/II
-
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Hekbanika

R~h

Abst#7h-f2 2 1--o,ii s/f{y dr i charJ cs

7-6,,
$TBt:f B. S.
DU;"MM M4. G.
SOWIOAV K. K.
TS'A1C Haiao-chirig
On th.e Radial tquillibrium of the Flow
LhL..n-S§SR ttkhm n (News of the Academy of Technical Sciences
Department of Technical Sciences) 1961, No k
4, YV U1-15

Mi~.

*
*

Au~tbors wrote the essay to refute the veil known coclusion of
the theorem of the axial turgbines which denies the possibi~lity Of inVsstitsting the axially symmetrical eddy flow behind the guide vanes.
The results shown
imply
the measurents of the flow angles on
the discharge edges of the twisted blades in the straight guide vanes.
G. Yu., Stepanow

A
*-
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Abst#7C512 Mechanics /strengsth of )dterials

TI Kusn.g-tsung
Experimental Investigation of the Creep of Old A~e Concrete
'184- U-i in-ta jidrotekhn (Nevs of the All-Union Scientific Institxte of Hydoteekmalogy) 196o, 66, pp 2-11-226
Thy

*
*

The results of the experimental check-up on some physical prerequisites of the creep theorem of concrete are shown. The investigationz were carried out On air stored concrete test pieces of 5x5x20 exu.
The specimens were tested for axial compression with varying loads,
(the ritreas changed stepise from V- 0.1)i - 0.23 RJlim to 0"a0.70 - 0.90 Riim, the working duration of each step of stress .was
ote hoar . one
and seven days), f'or axial compression with continuous o,.nstant load and with lasting deformation Le a.. for relaxation.
The prtnciple of the application of the creep deformation is fulfillect with stepwise load. The linear function between the creep doforzmattons and the stresses is valli up to a certain value of the stress

4'0

-

which Increases with the ri oe of the load duration. The ciurves of
the creep deformations for different stresses are alike in case of
0tseS~E not exceedinL, 3.8 to 0.
1.
lo
The curves of the creep
de1ormations are alike mt different 1oadinr duratios ip to dyin:Out nore exattly in the initial period Rfter the application of the
load. S. Z. Vul'fson

2539
ICSO 3550-N

CHIANG Jet-vdi

square Deviat.Lons

S'Itulp of Relay tySterls by 4he Mitdlium Of lnoIrp

1961, 22,

Lkfnt~tjtta 1. t;eamekhft.i2jk!, (Automation &rA Toehaies)
umy
No 12. pp i3-67(r1s

A Lye~punov function Is set up for a control system expressedl
by the differential. function()
X jo As

Its deriva.tive is in compliance wi th

Wa~ere A is 9. constant m~t1rix.
(:.to the set equare form

r

?urther, author investigates the system
.a

. t

.

.,.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Abst#9A136 (contld)

whelre a is a vector, u is a scat~r function which fits u thus, that
Lt'e decreasing velocity of the function vibe at the Imaximum In every
g'iven moment. Tj+A on author aff irmis that.be equation, he has found
secures along the trnjectory the miaiu of the integral

The a~bove-said atfimtion of tie author is
In the course of deiiourtr'ation the author makes u~se of the
solution of the system (19 ),' this system is howver inoo,,qatib1e with
YeT.A. bUrbskiz.
n >- I.
Rfeiwr's coOmntsnI

Aerroneous.

P1/~

-

J

Dyvmic Inetppto

r.f ea Clectr~cal34 Operated Pover System

Ot his Cox--4t'ate of etchnial Sela~e Dissez't&tia. Institute of
the Stlence o1%?4em.s of +,Le Btat* Committee of the Soviet Miistry
CN8R for Automation ead Metbsatition) )40e0@w, 1962

Abst9756 ?ehmciometsof Urdu~

fp-,h Nekhsaik&

On the JDeter.*jj*tter, of &.ttyer's Parameters by a Testing, Sampler ReyIToa ank the Deta o~f Dyetigationi of the Well's Inflow
R",w eb

1961,5.
UQP
*

jl

ft.

(CoU~otion of Scenetific Teebnploxiec4

I
7-79

Asfar as. tbe disebargo of a~ certain quantity of fluid ina the
tating qpvati* ow%ti .ier a shortt lapse of tim the authors inatend

t.

wke i~*

4of

tb* pmesure changes In the lAo.r which &ias with this

pv~noee to att4,fls Ae s uteat4,uoas spring. Working vp the checked
~1rwawte in oesrdmtea lzi(tAp) sad lit the aiq hydrodynsaic pars-Mur* or the 1917? ".n be establishad. A *=*wIc'.xsmqple is quoted
obodag~ that the dices my fi the &rising deprssions. There are
xiaprinta iii the artic~le. G. P. TsybullsklN

IIts

tlZh
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Abst#9C152 MOhais/laaticity and Plasticity

Nekhmaaka

cloveG Ch'ing-tuns
ClUNG Cho-jan
Vibrato.

of Slanting Shells under the Iffect of Dynamic Woad

;%At
3b9j, mw-60
7-30
1*
(No abstract)

;;h Yskbmika

Abst#9c188 Mehanis /Plasticity. Creep,

9-62

Boil Mechanics

LWU Ch'usu-sbens
A Metbod, of Ca~uting the Wffeot of Earthquakes on Manstoried Fromevork ulis
JAwshu xuebso 1961, No 3o PP 35-37
Author Proposes the WASi
fcwoV
.
wemthod of apprali of
the $Simla spectrum Nuggestd Wy Be V. Medvedey (IstabishIing of
31APOUGOmee DUUSetIu Of the Counall. for 881SWgy of the AaadW
or. Sciences =a1, 1957, 6) tekkq -Ubs sceewit
the standards of
ce~tatsaof structures In seismic regom(IN-8.57). Author quotes
tht veference beek and pxopses the ndftication of the method of
wqsting only In the pert iwere this wthod needs the detrmination
vf the basic perio of vibr'ation of the structure. Vy that -- as it
1s usual Is the 1.iterature dealing with the Investigation of the
seismic activity on structures -- a campsite elastico del of the
truotre ass.s" with elastic joints) bas been used. The searching

/~2 .

Abs1ti.9C188 (cont'd)
of t.
first frequencies (periods) of the vibrations is a vieldy
tas2: for the sufficiently intricate systems of the author with exapU&e of ftur-, fivestoried buildings (i. e., one section courises
4 to 5 centers of mbs ). Autbzr proposes to emloy in this ease 8. A.
terntteyn's bilateral apprmisal for the radicals of the characterist:Lc determinant.
Two numerical exaples are investigated. Ye. 1.

Sheif ;. in

F~hMahankaAbst#9C262 Mebanics/laticity, Creep,
9-6p

So0i

Mechanics

TM Chun-hei
Grtyi Comutatiou of the Maximum Thrust and Plane of the Caving in
of the Soil for Bulkheads

Aalihu xuebao 1961, No 2, 38

(No abstract]
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~
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Abat#10A143

M~echanics /Theory of~ Meahanisms*
qnd Machines

10-62
CHANG Iz'u-hsien

Kinematic AnAlysis of Devices witb L~owest Pairs by the Matrix M.ethod

~hrEua
Iz vssh uchebn zavedeni' . lkshinostroeniye (eso
pp4~-30
PP
No
1961,
tional Institutions., Machine _Auilding,
The synoptic survey of a certain method of determining the disposition of devices by trrtnsformation to cartesian coordinates vith
the aid of matrices is here given. Recoimendations, on the aidvi sable
choice of the coordinate systems connected with the separate links of
the device are quoted. The problem of the determination of the dispositions and angular velocities of four-link spatial devices without
ball and oocket joints is investigated. The penra onsiderations
are elucidated by examples of Bennet-Verkbovskiy devices. a spheriCal
device with rotary pairs and a plane hin;,ed tour-link joint. S. G.
Kis lit syn

Zh MkhaiksAbst#10B594

Mechanics/Hydromechanics

YANG Wen-chieh

Dynamic Characteristics and Resonance of Heat Exchangers of One Material and Operating on One Fluid I. Zero Relati're Heat Capacity of the
Wlls
Wikhon kikaU Aakkay robunsyu. Trans Jagan Soc Mech Engrs 1961, 27
No 180. 1276-1253, Discuss 12614-12b5 (Japanese, English suimary)

*

Theoretical investigation of the dynamic c iaracteristics of the
fluid and the temperature of the walls of the beat exchanger consisting of one material and operatir ! on one fluid at zero relative heat
capacity between the fluid and the walls. The issues of the investigations demonstrate that the distribution of the periodical therml.
load produces resonance oscillations of the relative value and phase
displacement of the temperatures of the fluid and the walls.* These
resonance phenomena are explained by the changes of the enthAlpy of
the particles of the fluid flowing through the heat exchan' er. SumMary.
-

-l

* Depupeneme of the Was=*&e ?aismtei
emIts Portu'tatio.e
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(Ub abstaet]

Li/i

uki

Y-IwcsV&W~~e

Matbod to Oonfte the 0" Zmflev Is. a fhmg ot Wll

*

fbs NOP~iitem saelttiom Im given bemwing on the task of thie
ftr6%phase of th easinfloW In a*ran of Wile of somtsst yielA In
a olsol eiroulaw ISM. haguea ith mewd to allu,.e~z.D
~istaawng In the asrte the veigh+Ad rn pessut an thelim
SUN# whob the wile ane lettod. zuthea substitaUge the atima rft
with a oymtllol aw eme. ftlOUVis avoIcm bas bown wo for
nineties
tke pme
*eire the afoeimets L(t), i(t) saG X(t) Me'letzaieG

41.
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Abet#1OB803 (cont'd)
conditions, and the radius of the influence 1(t) by integral relations
analogous to those emloyed previously by A. M. Priverdyan and 1. S.
Sabich (Translations of the Azerbeydzhen 8o.RS.Inst. for Petol. produc.

tion 1953, No 7)

G. P. Tsybul'skiy

L2Y 2

....
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Mechanics/Hydromechanice

7

TANG Cbang-hsing
Computation of the Exhaustion of a Gas layer Drained by a Range of
Wells
Izv vyssh uchbn zavedenIy.

Institutioib; Petro2e

Neft' i

as

(News Of

Higher

and Gas) 102, No 3, pi 43-W

ducational

The approximation cogutation method is given for the second
phase of the gas inflow in a range of wells of constant yield in a
closed circular layer of uniform thickness and permeability.
As in

the preceding article deal 4 ng with the investigation of the first
phase (of ref 10B803) author uses here too the concept of the weighted
mean pressure on the line along which the wells are located and

|

substitutes an axially iyuetric flow for the actual flow. The expressions for the external and internal pressure functions in the
areas in relatiun to the diagrsam of the range of we-ls are taken
from the same article. The pressure values in the center and or the
border of the layer enterin, in these formulae are determined by
ertain integral relations. G. P. Taybul'ukiy
;/3,

J

'A~hMekirila

Abt#M31

14eclutnics/Genera2. mechanics

CH~ANG Jer-el'
SVntheslb Of ". Optimim Controller ikn Systems with Retardation
'IYorntika i.te emekhs7.nika (AItomtion and Telemsechanics) 1962. 23,
No 2.PP 133-37(Tzlish sumar)
Un~er investigation to -a ontrol syVcw whose perturbated motion
1s expressed by a system of equations with retardation argumenat
allbjjx(1--)+bu
V(I)+
(i

where Ajj. bip bj and'

()'M

>

.

,

are constants, r>)'o

One hasj to find eurubng the permissible equations u(xil ..
x)
ecurlng the asymptotic stability of the solutions of the system (1
the minim~izing functional

iAbst#11Al31 (cont'd)
(W)di
s)+ OUR
In the assunption that t is sall, the gnpha of the initial
functions? 1(t ) (i -1, 2, -, p n), andT-4t - 0 determining the
solution of system (1)aire substituted by direct ones; it is sufficient
for their soluition to supply at two points the values xi. for example
X( and XI(- ).
Meanwhile the functional J
Ie~ns
with fixed u a function of the
argm~ents x1 (O) and xj(-t), one can use for the solution of the set task
the well known method of dynamic programming. The use of this idea is
illustrated with an exampl1e of a certain equation of the first degree. - -

L/Es91t3lt

RZh 4ekhatnika
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Abst#lB2S

Mechanics/Magnetohydrulisc

MCK 1. V.
TAIj Y±-toong
Effects with a Iaviinar Plae E pansion
Vo*r. ralstn. S..n.
(Problems of the Rocket Teebuology) Sb. DO
ICbs. B., Reriga. lit. 1962, wo 6, Yp 13-16. Translated
.
gaeSi1961, WB, No 11, 1P 90-909
Asob see
Mekhanika 1962, 6B18

[No abstract!

Xreh Mekhaike,

AbsIt#111O3K MchCs

PAI Shih-i
Introduction into the Theory of CoWressible Liquids

Trwaslated fro English. Moscow. Publishing House for Foreign Literature
1961 (1962), pp 4io, 11. 1 ro* 83 qeeks.

(No abstract]
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,SKIF Yen -Pu
1ROM.nMOWV P. G4
RA8H*1VSMLYA N. B.
Inv^tistona of the Dryin.,j Procesn in a Botilr
Zh. PrIk. khtl
P 530-536

lt.yer

(Journal of Applied Cheinistry) 1962, 35, No 3,

Authors obtainTby analyzing the equations of heat exhange and

-:8odynwics, the prameters of similarity of the dr rig,, process in
a boiling layer for periods of constant and deoresuing velocity. 1 beets were carried out in periodically worktng dryinC kilns of 100,
150 and 200 rI diameters with activateek silica
alumooilice
ael,
l,
toal, further vith calelined clay. Based on the tets. nocalibrated
"-rO:*
equations were obtained for the heat emission coefficient in t
period of dryirg, for the dring time In the second period, and alsP
a single roncalibrated equation for the determination of th, aggreg:-%

Abst#l13562 (cont d)
drying time In a boilina layer.
The co arison of the heat emission coefficients obtained by
the &uthors in the first period with the data of other researchers
agrees in a satisfactory ay when processed according to the equatidn

where N and R nre the Nueselt's and Reynold's nimbers, b ts the thi
ness of the lo.yer, nrd 4 is the diameter of ',he Srmins. A.. P. B1ask

'

.'

T~i~ta~~i~or Tc-*tetrnA.re in) a Eea-. 1'xCillnge~r with Ylclatc Ribe
_O__

*

~

f;

r0raa3pn'. B l p

3
skxvrch. 1n

3, 1

T'ap method is quioted for determixmin4 the terct~eitre of~ liqtd
wm
wtt . in a het e-xchanger with ilastic ribs. The i-thod hAe a
.1 caracter and vdirlbt be app'ied to( any configura~tions or,. rti,
ai~
rold. The method Is illustra.tec. with Its
Arth nu- flxild
,iv l-n a xeovrr unlt vltt' transverse I'IEN aud in a Z-tlubaPed recovere
The concliusion is drgawr that the Z-shwped
t~.hics
oumit fe- sm'all
sr~s'9
an
~~ si'uffers thne least f m tetll
ll'T ror

T-ive-ti.~ation of. t)h.e JwVp of Temper'ature on the Boundary br'tweer t!,,
L'3'illd B34Xar a~nd thle FKIiixtn Fovin' Over it
'45 ks]

rin.

i teor. fiz

(Journal of Experimental and Thpretica2.
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AbstO11qO lYeabanies/ydzomeaics.

uiia

Cbeng-bain

AM~Mmaiev Solution of the T!ak of the lloustationary lakage of
tUs Us tovarde the ftaoge of Wells in a Clrcular Woyr of Varying
uebobn

MottI &I*(Nesof the RIghsw du-

OsUM1 Intitut ens. Fetre.ium and Os) 1962, No 5; pp 63-68

*~~T
*

The problema of the movement of the gas In a closed dow shaped
lsa'er'of a, ra"iut R'to the sole and a mxim heigbt b in the center
undtoru frontal pmesure ye, as* located at a distance
iq3.ith
mai
Ri fmom the center. Th. law isi detersduod bearing an the change of
the iategml3 yield Or1 the pressuries on the boundary Land In the center
of the layer "s frzacjion of time,, The proloem Is reduced to the
solutlion of a vinlinmar eqvatioa of the he#%+, eondactivity, **nnvile
the aeoend phase of the cautimal gas filtration to investigated,
By ssuinn that the exploited reuge of velle divides the layer In

hk.t"2.)O (cont'd)
tn pat, autbar sarohes the wlution In both parts by the steps r
In the far, of p3armem1als,. vhich *have coofticismts deponding: on
tim athat to In accordance with the matbod of tUs inmt Integral
relateas Wq~e4 by. G. 1. Dameblatt. The obtained differential
*"~'VUW offtr the faclity Uo detezna mmawieally thes searched
valwo. A&asule is' uoted for a ceqitation with concrete initial
14, V. Jilino
figase.
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RZh Yfeklanika

TUNG Shih-li',
Cox~rutatiov. ind k!pplication of Somne 1,,Npes of Sjnntin,. Sh-ells
Jflphu xebso 1961, No 5, pp -2-26

3?P; ?o 6, pp ro-22

Abst7/11C93 MechAnrics/TEaticity and Plas-

R&h Mekhanika
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ticlty

IISU Yun2.-ckhi

Wokal ieh~

o

J~I~tzxubix1961.

opyeNe

of Shell Constructions 4.5.6 Pert

No 1. pp 27-31; No- 2. PP 34-.37; 140 3. PP 28-1i4

'No abstrctl
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Abst#l1i428 Mechanics/Hydz'omeanics/
loundary Layer

L1'L1 Sbe-ts 'uan
Cmoputatlon of the Laminar Boundary Layer in a NoncopWressible Liquid
in the Presence of Suction and Indraft

Zk. vychisl. zatem, i -ate ft.g. (Journal of Calculation, Mathe,.tios and athematiosl Physics) 1962, 2, No 4, pp 666-683
The first part is consecrated to the cosutation of the laminar
bo'ndary layer in a noncospressible liquid in the presence of auction
ftnd indraft by the generalized method of integral functions. The-idea
of this method lies in the following: The differential equation of the
uoesent'e quantity for the boundary layer increases to an arbitrary
ti'netion f(u), (the .iraction f (u) after having been twice differentiated
i; rapidly enough striving tb. zero, when the velocity u approaches
the velocity u to on the limit of the boundary layer) and the equation

of continuity increases to the function ft (u). Afterwards both equations are smea up and the result obtained is Integrated across the

IAbst#2428 (cont 'd)
toundar lzyer, and one obtains as result an iute ral equation. The
functions, n-rche& for in this eaati
t
# and r
(with accuracy up

to t~he awastfint coinon mltiple

49y

3)

ar, otpproimated

through the vulues of these functions by Inte
]ated polynm lals of
-ith degree at some N intermediate points. After havin sustituted
ia. tbe interal equation these polynosials,efor the function f (u) the

ftri.etlOtr of the form f(u) - (i - u)n. where n - 1, 2, *o R, -in otder to determine N values of the function #in the Intermediate
polrts author ottained N regular differential equations. The article
quotes expresslons for the interpolated polynodials and the differential
equstions up to the fourth approxivtiou. The coqlutation of a boundarr layer is shown for the case, when

The coMuted results are presented by tables and graphs.
The second part of the work Is consecrated to the solution of
the simle task but without Indraft and suction. Formulas are quoted,

j6

..

Abst#124246 (COrit'd)
in order to compute the boundary layer witih the method of finite differences.
So far ks this method Is not suitable in the vicinity of
the basis of the boundary layer) an approximation solution has been
found for this area by the nethoi of series development.
It became
obvious that the resulta of the difference computation method tallied
very well with the results obtained by the inte -ral relation method.
V. M. Kuptsov
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12-62
CHOU Hsiao-p' inN
The Problem of the Formation of Cumuli
Xzv. AN SSSR Ser. neofiz.

(News of the Academy of Sciences

USSR.

Series of Geophysics) 1962, No 4&. PP 51i8-557
The issue is studied of the initial stage of the development
of an axially symtrical cloud, which arises in the process of
solving the atmosphere's wet instability. Three equations of the
movement serve as initial equations, - the equation along the vertical
is valid in its full form, as the local cloud formation is substantially connected with the instability of the movement; the equation
ot the heat inflow and the equation of the continuity. The "adhesion"
to the earth and the fadinl of the. process by altitude are considered
to be the boundary conditions. In the initial moment no movement is
pesent, the temperature deviation from the static distribution
',, z) is considered as iven. The coefficients of the turbu-

L /3
--

5'7

..

~ings stre considered tconstmnt and
lft-n# e ?ilctlon and te1?peratrire
,/tec ). qyke derivati.ves by t are substituted by differe-neos, th-. etaps An' tive err- ponisiered to be 2 O see. One obt"inj
a v~ f .- for the three velocities and 0
eq,,-atio-d of the form
arid Piseon's equw..tion for 11r (deviatlon of the prsurft fror. the
static pr sure reduced to the standard prrmssure r,%t "-,&leirel). The
rtsht aiae conta~ins nonlinear temiw and the initial fields, ktereto
trsusposed~all the functions with the exception of the basic one, 1. es,
the function staending in C-4 given equyation under the symbol, of
Re.-anholtz' a opera~tor, The derivatives In f are also computed with
the difterence imthod, thos step JFz - Sr -'loo m. Green's functions
e.re caloulated previoualy, so thmt the task comee to the solution of
e cvaten of algebraic eq-vations, while the integration by C0iz<4 kin,
0 .4 r
J)n is eubstituted for the 9quarirg of the half -space.- The
bqlutlon im carried out by the iteration method; one 'takes as first
prxiation -the value of the function at the end of the previous
mittp. A concrete exrerntiehs been eoii~uted by the Couputer BES14-2,.
In which t'he function Swas thLs Siveng that the atmosphere is
unataibt in the l1ayer l450 M < z < 650 m. Graphs are quoted for the

'unifoms (50 z

iAbst#122608 (cont' d)
veloolty distribut ion and 4 ntime. The results are discussed and
it la* es1pectrt1.y pointed out that after a single vave of the vertical
velocity' and 1 have passed the movement trends to settle at the given
point. V. M. XFiyshnikov
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vUAY Hsiao-ch'ui
C('?N Pao-Yuan
L11Y K'ai-kuo
Some Theories for Computing Nonreintorced 31nntinj Shells with Rectaneular B~ase'
Jie,nzhu xuebao 1962, No 1, py 18-25
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CJ{ANG 'Iei -yv
CHM. Chia-fen,,

Qiiiek Method for Comrputing Front Arches at S3.antin.3 Twofold Curvature
Shells

Uintxuebao 9 6 1, No 1.2, pi 15-23

INO abstracti
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TZ 'U Shio-p IIng
Croep of a Basa of Great Curvature at Plane Bend

Vjb. Raschety na Prochnost'
(In the Collection Strength Calculations)
NO ST Moscow ?ashgiz 1962. pp, 212-224
It is assumed that at settled creep the relation of the stress
aekd. the deformation is expressed by a step-function. The regular kinematic hypotheses of the elasticity theory on the bend of bare with great
c'uxvature are used and the constants contained in them are determined
(the cbange of the curvature k and the radius of the neutral layer r)
bry two conditions of static equivalence. It Is proposed to set up the
solution of the resulting equations for k, r by subsequent approximations
with the octogonal focus method of A. A. Popov. Detailed comutations
are quoted for e square cross section. The possibility is mentioned
to ex pand the solution to nonosettled creep on the basis of the equations of the creep theory (aging) suggested by Yu. N. Rabotnov.
1.~ Rozenblyum
1/1
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Abst#12C.61

C. U PC-fan,..
Redistribution of the Stresses in Non-Homogeneous Constructions as
Effect of tne Creep
Jiantbu xuebao 1961, No 1, pp 14-18
On the basis of Maslov-Apytyunyan's creep theory statically indetenrmnate constructions are investigated, whose materials have different modulus of elasticity and deg-ee of creep. A case of old concrete is investigated (the degree of creep does not depend on age) and
an exponential function is taken as core of the creep. By making use

of the conditions of Xint deformations one obtains a system of in-

tegral equations of the second Volterra type concerning unknown stresses.
These stresses are searched for as finite total of s series of ex-

ponential time functions. In the final asaz3ysis the problem
c€nts to a system of algebraic equations, whose amount tallies with
the mount of the unknown stresses. Ab conclusion a series of simple
exanples is quoted as illustration.

M. A. Zadayan
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StAbility of Sand Slopes Excposed to Vibratin, Movotrentm
Sb uuh
r
cIt.srl.
,s(Collection of the Scientific Tawmaions of the Leningrad Institute of Construction Engin~eers) 1962, No 37, PP 95-106
An experimental-theoretical investleation of the ifluence of the
parameter& of'vibrating~ m~ovements on the dynamic stability of slopes.
G. A. Geniev
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YERSHDV V. A.
HSE! ?ing-i.
Slip Resistance of Water Saturated Sands as FPuntion of the Acceleratiou
of Vibrations
'10novs~an
unametvt
meha._7rq~v. Doki. 20 Nttuchn. konfer.etii
LenIri'r. inzh. stoiti-ts
(1roundation, ftduenttj ,Soil Mechanics.
Report of the 20Oth Scientiftic Conference of the Leningrad Insti tute of
Construction Engine~ers) Leningrad, 1,062, pp 20-2-3
The resu2.tt e quoted of the mieasuremients of th* slip reistance
of water satum~ted sand which has been submitted to haramonic vibrations.
The tests prove that the furnction of the slip resistance'ra at an
Ti
ceera~tionW( 'O 0 is expressed by tkue forwula
where ro is the sly resistance under static conditionsca' 0 is the valae
of acceleration where t *?o;
k is a constant not aepending on the den-

&

J

-
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kYftI C3)9 (con*'- )
A
rsity of ,thx- srm wd on3 -,-,e load. To.
p mhis a furiction of~ thle latters,

the tested sand.

V.

Y4.

1113rolayewikiy

acceler.ationo(O illuitrmt!d by
K O.X'3
sfc-!
ec/ far~for

s-tutin
SUNG Lian '-ihung
DetermiSnation of the Crack Resista~nce of Prestressed Reinforced B1ownts.
of'Bectausiurr Section~
RaZhu xue-^o 1961, W4O 1P, Pr 3-1-33
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of Constructions

Siup.est Method of Cocuting the Aggregate Semicircular Jacketing of
a

Rai way Tunnel

ju/n uebso 1962, No 1, p

26-27
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